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The Continuation of Proto-Indo-European Lexical Accent 
in Ancient Greek: Preservation and Reanalysis1 
Ronald I. Kim 
1 Introduction 
In recent years, certain scholars have questioned whether the accentual system 
found in the Attic-Ionic dialects of ancient Greek, in particular the mostly 
archaic Ionic of the Homeric epics or the Attic of classical Athens, continues 
that reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European (PIE).2 In his study of Indo-
European nominal accent, Lubotsky (1988:121) states: 
"The original accentual distribution, however, was most disturbed 
not by the phonetic shifts but by analogical patterning. Already in 
prehistoric times Greek had generalized a uniform accentuation for 
many categories and suffixes. A well-known example is the reces-
sive accentuation of the finite verb. Moreover, all neuters 
(including those in -on) became barytone, with only few excep-
1 This paper is a preliminary version of a chapter of my forthcoming 
dissertation, "Topics in the Reconstruction and Development of Indo-European 
Accent." An earlier draft was presented at the 24th annual Penn Linguistics 
Colloquium, University of Pennsylvania, 26-27 February, 2000. I wish to thank 
my advisors Don Ringe and Rolf Noyer, as well as Gene Buckley, Jay Jasanoff, 
Masato Kobayashi, and especially the two anonymous reviewers for the 
University of Pennsylvania Working Papers in Linguistics for their useful 
suggestions and criticisms. All opinions and errors remain entirely my 
responsibility. H.V.S. 
Greek forms are cited in Roman transcription, including those quoted in 
Lubotsky 1988. A colon denotes vowel length; ' and ' represent acute and 
circumflex intonation on long vowels. The vowels 11 and ffi are transcribed as e: 
and::>: and the "spurious diphthongs" ei and ou as e: and o: (vs. "genuine" ei, ou), 
reflecting their likely pronunciations in Attic Greek of the 5th century BC. 
Abbreviations: sg.=singular, pl(ural); nom(inative), acc(usative), gen(itive), 
dat(ive), instr(umental), loc(ative), voc(ative); masc(uline), fem(inine), neut(er); 
pres(ent), impf.=imperfect, fut(ure), aor(ist), pf.=perfect; act(ive), mid(dle), 
pass(ive), mp.=mediopassive; subj(unctive), opt(ative), iptv.=imperative; 
ptcp.=participle, inf(initive); Anat(olian), Att(ic), Cz(ech), Gmc.=Germanic, 
Goth(ic), Gr(eek), H(ieroglyphic) Luv(ian), Hitt(ite), Hom(eric), Lat(in), 
Luv(ian), O(ld) C(hurch) S(lavonic), O(ld) E(nglish), O(ld) H(igh) G(erman), O(ld) 
lr(ish), O(ld) N(orse), O(ld) Pr(ussian), P(roto-), P(roper) N(ame), Skt.=Sanskrit, 
S(erbo-)C(roatian), Sl(avic), T(ocharian) A/B, Ved(ic). 
2Data from other dialects will be mentioned below where relevant. 
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tions; also barytone are feminines in -a, i-stems and substantives 
in -us, while adjectives in -us, -los, -nos, and -ros show pervasive 
oxytonesis. There are several indications that this process of gener-
alizing a single accentuation pattern for every category went on in 
historical times. A good example is the suffix of nomina actionis -
mo-, which shows both types of accentuation in Homer but is al-
most exclusively oxytone in later texts." 
Immediately afterwards, in his discussion of Greek i-stems, he concludes that 
"in this light, the identical accentuation found in Gk. posis 'husband' and 
Skt. pati- 'id.' or in Gr. 6is 'sheep' and Skt. avi- 'id.', which is mentioned 
time and again as proof of the original identity of the Sanskrit and Greek ac-
centual systems (cf., e.g. Kurylowicz 1968:20), is not significant. The ac-
centuation of these Greek words is ambiguous; it might be old, but it might 
also be analogical" (Lubotsky 1988: 121). 
Thus, according to Lubotsky, even the earliest (alphabetic) Greek of 
Homer had undergone major analogical shifts of accent and generalized a sin-
gle accentuation for most nominal or adjectival formations, preserving little 
of the original PIE pattern. This view is adopted by Halle (1997:301, 304-5), 
who goes so far as to claim that the accentual system of ancient Greek had no 
historical connection with that of PIE: " ... Greek reintroduced lexically 
accented morphemes. The lexical accentuation of Greek, however, is an 
original development that is unrelated to the accentuation of the protolan-
guage" (Halle 1997:301). 
According to the latter view, the PIE system of underlyingly accented or 
unaccented roots, stems, and endings, supposedly reflected in Vedic Sanskrit 
and Balto-Slavic, was entirely lost in the ancestor of Greek; in other words, 
ancient Greek holds little or no relevance for the reconstruction of PIE accent. 
Halle (1997:303-5) explicitly proposes that prehistoric Greek first passed 
through a stage like Archaic Latin or contemporary Czech, in which all 
underlying lexical accentuation was lost and initial accent generalized 
according to the prosodic rules given below for PIE (§2). Subsequent 
undefmed developments then led to the contrast observed in Homeric and 
Attic Greek between e.g. barytone (stem-stressed) and oxytone (ending-
stressed) 0- or a-stems. 
2 Was PIE Accent Preserved in Ancient Greek? 
Lubotsky (op. cit.) is certainly correct when he notes that most Greek words 
sharing a particular suffix also exhibit the same accentuation. For instance, 
most (all?) u-stem adjectives are oxytone, whereas most u-stem substantives 
are barytone, e.g. barus 'heavy', braf<hus 'short', eurus 'broad, wide', platus 
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'flat, broad' vs. pe:khus 'foreann', astu 'city'. Similarly, most adjectives in 
-ros (<PIE *-ro-) are accented on the "thematic" vowel o, e.g. eruthr6s 'red', 
elaphros 'light, nimble', as opposed to the mostly root-accented nouns in 
-mas ( < PIE *-mo-), e.g. 6gmos 'furrow'. 
Some of these patterns are undoubtedly due to the generalization of par-
ticular surface patterns and their corresponding underlying accentual represen-
tations within the prehistory of Greek; for some likely examples, see §7. To 
conclude on the basis of these distributions that Greek has almost entirely 
given up any trace of PIE accent, however, is demonstrably wrong. Many of 
the patterns known to earlier generations of scholars of Greek and emphasized 
by Lubotstky are at least partially inherited from the parent language. For 
example, there is strong evidence that the nominal suffix *-ro- was underly-
ingly accented in PIE; the reconstructed PIE adjective in *-ro- was marked by 
"zero-grade" vocalism of the root and oxytone accent.3 If we find that Greek 
adjectives in -ros are as a rule oxytone, the obvious inference is that Greek 
has inherited and preserved the underlying accent of the PIE suffix *-r6-. 
More importantly, Lubotsky omits any mention of intraparadigmatic al-
ternations of accent and ablaut and their significance for the reconstruction of 
(pre-)Greek accent. To cite only one classic example, the contrast between sg. 
nom. p6:s, ace. p6da and gen. pod6s, dat. (<- loc.) pod{ exactly matches 
that between Ved. sg. nom. pat, ace. padam and gen. padas, dat. pade, instr. 
padd, loc. padi. Ablaut alternations, such as we find in athematic verbs (i.e. 
verbs lacking the thematic vowel -o- - -e-) or archaic r-, n-, rln-, i-, and u-
stem nouns, are especially valuable for recovering what might have been the 
PIE or pre-Greek state of affairs prior to the various accent shifts that 
produced the attested Greek forms, e.g. columnarization of accent in nominal 
paradigms. In the r-stem kinship nouns, for instance, the ablaut contrast 
between pl. nom. pater-es, ace. pater-as and dat. patra-si suggests that the last 
of these forms continues *pat[-sf <- PIE *ph2tr-su (cf. Ved. pitf~u, which 
has likewise undergone columnarization). 
Finally, the sheer number of matches in lexical accent and paradigmatic 
patterning between Greek and Vedic-not to mention Anatolian and the in-
direct evidence of Verner's Law in Germanic4-absolutely excludes the pos-
3Excepting a handful of archaic root-accented forms with "full-grade" e-
vocalism (Vine 1999a), of which at least some are backformed to substantivized 
collectives. 
4In pre-Proto-Germanic, prior to the ~eneralization of word-initial stress, 
the voiceless stops *p, *t, *k (< PIE *k, *k), *kw developed to voiceless 
fricatives *f, *IJ, *x, *x w in word-initial position and after a stressed vowel, but 
otherwise became voiced *B, *1'1, *y, *yw. Cf. PIE *bhreh2te(r) > PGmc. *bro!Jer-
'brother' vs. PIE *ph2t~(r) > PGmc. *fal'ler- 'father' in the examples below. This 
conditioning has given rise to new grammatical alternations, especially in the 
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sibility that Greek could have lost and then reintroduced underlying accent of 
morphemes. In addition to the paradigmatic alternations given just above, 
note the following small sample of accentual word equations:S 
Gr. hlppos (<- *fppos, cf. PN Alk-ippos), Ved. asvai) (ON j6r, 
OE eoh < PGmc. *ex waz) <PIE *ekwos 'horse'; 
Gr. neos (< *newos), Ved. naval) (Hitt. newas, Luv. ntiwas < 
PAnat. *newos) <PIE *newos 'new'; 
Gr. lukos, Ved. vfkai) (Goth. nom. pl. wulfos, OHG wolf < 
PGmc. *wulfaz) <-PIE *w}kwos 'wolf; cf. Ved. vrkf, ON 
ylgr ( < PGmc. *wuly Wiz) <-PIE *w!kwfh2 'she-wolf'; 
Gr. a[ph6s 'white leprosy', Hitt. alptis 'cloud' (cf. Lat. albus 
'white')< PIE *alb6s 'white'; 
Gr. klut6s 'famous', Ved. §ruta- 'heard'< PIE *klu-t6s 'audible' to 
the verbal root *klew- 'hear'; likewise other verbal nouns in *-
t6- with zero-grade of the root; 
Gr. he-kat6n, Ved. satal1) (Goth. hund, OHG hunt < PGmc. 
*hunda by Verner's Law)< PIE *ktpt6m 'hundred'; 
Gr. zug6n, Ved. yugal1) (Hitt. iukan, never "iukan") < PIE 
*yug6m 'yoke'; 
Gr. 6kris, akris, Ved. asrii) < PIE acrostatic *h26kris, obi. 
*h2ekri- 'point'; 
Gr. p6sis, Ved. patii) <PIE *p6tis 'master, husband'; 
Gr. d6ru 'spear' (Hom. gen. do:r6s < *dorw6s), Ved. diiru, gen. 
dr6h 'tree'< *d6ru, obl. *drew- 'tree'; 
Gr. patt:r, Ved. pitci (Goth. voc. fadar, OE J~der, OHG fater < 
PGmc. *fa3er- by Verner's Law)< PIE *ph2t~(r) 'father'; 
Gr. phra:te:r 'member of a clan/phratry', Ved. bhrcita (Goth. 
bro]Jar, OE brooor, OHG bruoder < PGmc. *broper-) < PIE 
*bhreh2te(r) 'brother'. 
To be sure, there are apparent Vedic-Greek cognates in which the attested 
stresses do not correspond. Many such pairs, however, raise other phonolog-
preterite of so-called "strong" verbs (those which continue PIE unsuffixed 
thematic presents in *-e/0 -), e.g. post-PIE perf. 3sg. *we-w6rt-e, 3pl. *we-wrt-~r 
's/he has, they have turned' (cf. Ved. vavarta, vav{tur) -> *w6rte, *wrtQ.t > 
*w6rpe, *wuround > PGmc. pret. *warp, *wuroun > OE pret. sg. wearp, pl. wurdon 
'became'. 
Sother examples may be found in Schwyzer 1939:380-1 and throughout Euler 
1979. 
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ical difficulties or are suspect of being independent post-PIE creations; more-
over, systematic discrepancies in accent may often prove useful in recon-
structing the original accentual pattern of the ancestral language.6 The 
weight of impeccable equations such as those just listed clearly demonstrates 
that Greek inherited lexical accent from the parent language in at least some 
forms, and strongly disfavors the hypothesis of Lubotsky and Halle. Given 
the principle that phonological mergers are irreversible by internal linguistic 
means (cf. Garde 1961:38-9, Labov 1994:311ff.), it would have been 
impossible for Greek to eliminate the distinctive lexical accent of PIE, then 
somehow recreate or recover the correct distribution of, say, barytone vs. 
oxytone o-stem nouns in so many cases-much less the alternation of stem-
stress in the nom. and ace. vs. ending-stress in the gen. and dat. of 
monosyllabic consonant-stem nouns. 
Of course, the accentual system of Homeric and Attic Greek, as described 
by the grammarians of Hellenistic Alexandria, has undergone several well-
known innovations, e.g. limitation of surface stress to the last three syllables 
of the word (the Three-Syllable Rule, henceforth abbreviated TSR) and near-
total restriction of nominal stress alternations to monosyllabic stems. As a 
result of these extensive changes, the PIE accentual system survives into 
ancient Greek only to a limited degree. Nevertheless, Greek does preserve the 
underlying accentual representations of a number of PIE nominal and verbal 
morphemes and nominal stems, as I demonstrate below. 
3 Theoretical Background 
For the following study, I have adopted the "brackets-and-edges" framework 
proposed by Idsardi (1992) and elaborated by Halle and Idsardi (1995) for 
modeling underlying accent and the computation of surface stress.? In their 
6Thus, while inherited Greek deverbal abstract nouns in -sis < PIE *-tis all 
share barytone accent and "zero-grade" of the root, e.g. d6sis 'gift', phasis 
'assertion' < *dh3-, *bhhr, the existence of accentual alternants in Vedic (e.g. 
usual mat(- vs. rare mati- 'thought'), forms with and without Verner's Law in 
Germanic (e.g. Goth. ga-qump- 'assembly', lit. 'coming together' vs. missa-ded-
'misdeed'; cf. fn. 4), and fluctuation between full- and zero-grade of the root (e.g. 
Lat. mens 'mind' < *ment- vs. Ved. mat-< *llll}t-; Goth. qumP- < *gwq1- vs. ded- < 
*dhehd all indicate that this class was originally proterokinetic: nom. *men-ti-s 
(>Lat. mens), gen. *llll}-tey-s -> Ved. mati- or mat(-. Cf. Schindler 1975a and 
1975b for classic examples of reconstruction of PIE paradigms from their various 
reflexes in the daughter languages. 
7Earlier analyses of ancient Greek accent may be found in Kiparsky 1967, 
1973:796-805 and Steriade 1988. Cf. also Noyer 1997 on the need for 
intermediate representations in the derivation of Greek surface stress (see fn. 13). 
In the following discussion, "word" is understood in the sense of "accentual 
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analysis, the feet of earlier theories (e.g. Hayes 1985, 1995) are replaced by 
metrical grids, composed of elements (denoted by asterisks), which represent 
all those segments capable of bearing surface stress; and a set of left or right 
brackets. These brackets group the elements into larger units called 
constituents, but unlike feet in older models, such constituents play no 
independent role of their own. This approach allows the simple computation 
of most (all?) stress patterns found in the world's languages, based on the 
settings of just a few parameters; in addition, it does not apfear to 
overgenerate, i.e. predict stress patterns unattested in human language. 
The main benefit of the brackets-and-edges model lies in what Halle and 
Idsardi (1995:407-8) term Syllable Boundary Projection, which allows sylla-
bles with a particular phonological property to be distinguished for metrical 
purposes, e.g. syllables containing a long vowel, ending in a particular seg-
ment, or lexically specified as underlyingly accented. This last option allows 
us to account for the idiosyncratic properties of individual lexical items re-
constructed for Proto-Indo-European (PIE) and found in IE languages with 
lexical accent such as Vedic Sanskrit, Lithuanian, or Russian. Halle and 
Idsardi (1995) and Halle (1997) postulate that roots, stem suffixes, and inflec-
tional endings in the aforementioned languages are either accented or unac-
cented; it is this underlying specification of morphemes that characterizes the 
reconstructed PIE system of accent, with its various types of stress alterna-
tions. 
As already noted, stress in the brackets-and-edges model is computed by a 
series of constructions on a metrical grid. Languages are distinguished by 
their choice of particular parameters, noted below in italics. 
1) Line 0 Projection 
Grid marks, or elements, are projected from certain segments 
in the phonological structure. Most languages limit Line 0 
Projection to syllable heads - typically vowels - but other 
phonemes may also project a grid mark, e.g. sonorants in 
Lithuanian syllables containing vowel + sonorant. 
2) Syllable Boundary Projection (optional) 
Project the left/right (LIR) boundary of particular syllables 
onto line 0. The relevant feature may be phonetic, e.g. length, 
word", i.e. a phonological unit, typically composing a single nominal or verbal 
form and one or more proclitics or enclitics, upon which stress is assigned. As the 
following study is devoted to demonstrating the historical continuity of PIE 
accent in Greek, I will not discuss the accentuation of clitics here: cf. Schwyzer 
1939:386-9, Lejeune 1972:299, Rix 1976:43-4 for details. 
8certain types of extrametricality do not seem to lend themselves readily to 
an analysis with edge- and head-marking. For two examples, cf. Buckley 2000. 
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or lexical specification of underlying accent, as in Russian, an-
cient Greek, and PIE (see below). 
3a) Edge-Marking Parameter 
Insert a L/R bracket to the LIR of the UR-most element in 
line 0. The brackets define the line 0 grid marks into metrical 
constituents, similar to the types of feet specified in earlier 
theories. Here, however, the constituents are not themselves 
the parameter, but are determined by the placement of brackets 
within the grid. 
3b) Iterative Constituent Construction (optional) 
Beginning from the RIL-most LIR bracket, insert a L or R 
bracket, respectively, after each pair of elements. 
3c) Head Location Parameter 
Project the UR-most element of each constituent onto line 1. 
4a) Edge-Marking Parameter 
Insert a LIR bracket to the LIR of the LIR-most element in 
line 1. 
4b) Head Location Parameter 
Project the UR-most element of each constituent onto line 2. 
5) Conflation (optional): 
In languages lacking secondary stress, conflate lines 0 and 1. 
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The segment (typically a syllable head) whose corresponding element is 
marked with an asterisk on line 2 receives primary phonetic stress. In 
languages lacking conflation, one or more of the elements with line 1 
projections may receive secondary stress. 
This model of stress computation is illustrated below with examples 
from the three major accentual classes of Russian a-stem nouns: accented 
(dum- 'thought, Duma'; unaccented borod- 'beard'; and postaccenting 
gospoi(- 'lady' (cf. Halle and Idsardi 1995:415-6, Halle 1997:276-86). Each 
noun is inflected with two accentually contrasting case endings, accented 
instrumental plural -(ami and unaccented accusative singular -u, in order to 
illustrate the interaction of stem and ending in the computation of Russian 
stress.9 
LineO 
Project syllable heads 
Project L boundary of lexically specified syllable heads 
9Here and in the Greek grids below, divisions within words often follow 
morpheme boundaries rather than syllable boundaries, in order to highlight their 
morphological structure. The projection of syllable heads as line 0 elements, of 
course, remains unaffected. 
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Edge-Marking: RRR 
Head: L 
Line 1 
Edge-Marking: LLL 
Head: L 
Conflate lines 0 and 1 
accented unaccented postaccenting 
Instr. pl. (dum-( ami borod-(ami gospoz(-(ami 
Ace. sg. (dum-u borod-u gospoz(-u 
* * * 
(* * (* (* 
(* (* *) * * (* *) * * ( (* *) 
(dUm (a mi bo rod (a mi gos poz ( (a mi 
* * * 
(* {* {* 
{* *) * * *) * * ( *) 
(dUm u b6 rod u gos poz ( u 
The parameter settings given above produce the correct surface stress. A 
similar analysis holds for Serbo-Croatian, once one takes into account the 
leftward accent shift of the majority of dialects and the standard language(s) 
(Halle 1997:286-90). Halle's extension of this analysis to Lithuanian and 
Vedic Sanskrit is also fundamentally correct (ibid., 291-5). 
In the following sections, I will apply the brackets-and-edges analysis to 
ancient Greek, another IE language with distinctive lexical accent. Despite 
several significant innovations, it will be shown that stress in Homeric and 
Attic Greek may be computed by means of the same parameter settings as for 
Balto-Slavic or Vedic, thus making it more likely that these settings were 
inherited from, and operative already in, the ancestral protolanguage. 10 
lOHalle (1997:308-9) briefly treats the various inflectional classes of PIE 
ablauting nouns, but provides no supporting evidence for the underlying 
accentuations of roots, stems, and endings which he postulates. He also makes no 
attempt to trace the diachronic development from the protolanguage down to the 
separate daughter languages. 
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4 Relics of PIE Accent in the Greek Verb 
4.1 Exceptions to Recessive Verbal Accent 
One of the accentual peculiarities of Vedic Sanskrit is that the underlying 
accentuation of finite verb forms surfaces only in subordinate clauses and at 
the beginning of a clause or pada (verse). Otherwise, a postlexical rule of de-
stressing results in forms such as pres. act. 3sg. yunakti, 3pl. yuftjanti 'slhe 
yokes, they yoke' for yunakti, yuftjanti < PIE nasal-infixed *yu-ne-g-ti, 
*yun-g-enti (cf. Whitney 1924:223-6). 
If we assume that the same rule was operative already in PIE-or at least 
in the dialect of post-PIE that gave rise to Greek-it follows that pre-Greek, 
like Vedic, must have contrasted unstressed finite forms in main clauses with 
stressed forms elsewhere. A generalization of the unstressed variants to 
subordinate clauses under these circumstances would not have been 
surprising. As a result, all finite verb forms at that stage of pre-Greek would 
have been unstressed, i.e. enclitic, a situation preserved in Attic and (to the 
extent that its evidence is independent) Homeric in most forms of the 
presents of e:mi 'be' and phe:mi 'say' (Wackemagel 1877:457-8; cf. 
Chantraine 1942:381, Risch 1975:475-6, Rix 1976:43, 199-200). The intro-
duction of the Three-Syllable Rule (TSR) then assigned surface stress to the 
mora farthest to the left permitted by the final syllable, resulting in the fa-
miliar "recessive" accent of Attic-Ionic: 11 
1. Forms ending in a syllable containing a short vowel (or certain 
short diphthongs, e.g. nom. pl. -oi, -ai or mediopassive and 
infinitival endings in -ai; cf. Lejeune 1972:296, Risch 
1975:473, Rix 1976:47-8) receive antepenultimate stress-in 
disyllabic words, initial stress, with circumflex intonation on 
a long vowel:12 Hom. aor. 3sg. ktHeuse 's/he ordered', !abe 
11Cf. Schwyzer 1939:378-9, Lejeune 1972:295-6, Risch 1975:471-2, Rix 
1976:42. In the East Aiolic dialect of Lesbos (Lesbian), all words carry recessive 
stress, so that stress is no longer distinctive (Schwyzer 1939:383, Lejeune 
1972:298, Risch 1975:475, Rix 1976:43): cf. Sdeus, thu:mos 'soul, spirit', 
p6tamos 'river' vs. Att.-Ion. Zeus, thu:m6s, potam6s. 
On exceptions to the TSR, e.g. gen. sg. p6le:J:s, pl. p6le:J:n to polis 'city', 
see §5.2, fn. 27. 
12Theso-called "s:J:te:ra-rule" (after ace. sg. s:J:te:ra 'savior', an example of 
it), which assigned circumflex intonation to long penults followed by a final 
short vowel, had the effect of eliminating intonational distinctions in 
penultimate position: the intonation of a long penult is entirely conditioned by 
the quantity of the vowel of the final syllable, so that ' and " contrast only word-
finally. Not all Greek dialects appear to have undergone this innovation: cf. Doric 
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's/he took'' heure 's/he found'; pres. 3sg. agetai 's/he takes for 
her/himself'' inf. e:nai 'to be'. 
2. Forms ending in a syllable containing a long vowel or 
diphthong (excluding the diphthongs in 1.) are stressed on the 
penultimate, with acute intonation on a long vowel or 
diphthong: pres. 1sg. kli:n:J: 'I lean (tr.)', J!lair:J: 'I enjoy, am 
happy', 3sg. kli:nei, kha(rei. 
3. Long monosyllables receive circumflex intonation: Hom. aor. 
3 hA '/h '• f 3 A '/h ' sg. t e: s e put, rmp . sg. e:n s e was . 
Thus, the previous underlyingly unaccented nature of finite verb forms is 
masked by the subsequent operation of the TSR. As Hoenigswald (1998:271) 
succinctly puts it, "recessivity is the guise taken perforce by their former 
enclisis, which can be reconstructed by comparative evidence".l3 
Should one conclude that PIE lexical accent in verbal inflection was lost 
without a trace in Greek? Almost completely: excepting a few fossilized 
thematic aorist active imperatives in -e (and the regular aorist mediopassive 
na:sos 'island', gunafkes 'women' (Schwyzer 1939:377, 384, Lejeune 1972:297, 
Rix 1976:44-5; otherwise Risch 1975:474-5). 
13Cf. Wackemagel 1877:459, Schwyzer 1939:389-90. Subsequent to the 
assignment of recessive accent, loss of intervocalic *y, *h (< *s), and later *w led 
to the contraction of vowels across the resulting hiatuses (cf. Chantraine 
1942:382~3. 384). Examples include so-called "contract verbs" (i.e. verbs with 
vowel-final stems, e.g. pres. 1sg. ti:m:5:, 3sg. ti:ma:i 'honor' < ti:ma-a:, ti:ma-
ei) and the subj. and opt. of athematic verbs and the stative/passive aor., e.g. 
pres. subj. lsg. tith:J:, tithi:i < *tith£:-:J:, *tithe :-ei to t[the:-mi 'I put', aor. subj. 
khar:J:, khari:i < *khar£ :-:J :, *khar€ :-ei to e-khare:-n 'I was happy'. 
The exceptional accentuation of athematic pres. opt. mp. 3sg. didofto, 
tithefto, histafto (to dfda:-mi, t[the :-mi, hfste :-mi 'I give, put, stand (tr.)') 
probably results from contraction following the loss of laryngeals in intervocalic 
position: (post-)PIE *di-dh3-ih1-t6, *dhi-dhh1-ih1-t6, *s(t)i-sthz-ih rt6 > pre-Gr. 
*did61to, *titheno, *hisuino -> didofto, tithefto, histafto (sim. act. 1 pl. 
didofmen, tithefmen, histafmen; Risch 1975:476-8). These were further supported 
by the corresponding aor. opt. forms dofto, thefto, stafto, as opposed to prfaito, 
dunaito (to aor. e-pria-me:n 'I buy', duna-mai 'I am able'), which have adopted 
regular recessive surface stress. For other possible survivals of laryngeal 
contraction, cf. fn. 31. 
On the implications of these contractions for the surface opacity of 
recessivity, cf. Noyer 1997. I leave aside the accentuation of verbal compounds 
such as iptv. 2sg. ap6-dos 'give away!', sum-pr6-es 'send forth together!', sun-e-
skhon 'held together', in which the surface stress cannot retract beyond the final 
syllable of the last preverb (hence not "apodos", "sumproes") or the augment 
(hence not "suneskhon "; Chantraine 1942:384, Risch 1975:476); on the cyclic 
computation of stress in such forms, cf. Noyer 1997:522-4 with refs. 
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imperative ending -ou < *-eo; cf. Chantraine 1942:382, Risch 1975:475-6, 
Rix 1976:42-3, 215 and see below, §4.2), finite verbal forms are 
synchronically unaccented and receive recessive surface stress. 
Non-finite verbal forms such as participles and infinitives, however, 
would not have been subject to postlexical destressing. To be sure, one finds 
recessivity in a number of participles, including several in masc. -menos, 
fern. -ment:::, neut. -menan (stem -meno-), illustrated here with forms of 
pres. graph_e/0 -, fut. graps-e/0 -, aor. graps-a- 'write': 
pres. mp. graph6menos, graphomene:, graph6menon 'writing for 
oneself, being written'; 
fut. mid. graps6menos, -mene:, -menan 'going to write for 
oneself, who/which will write for oneself'; 
fut. pass. graphf!e:s6menos, -mene:, -menon 'going to be written, 
which will be written'; 
aor. mid. grapsamenos, -mene:, -menan 'who/which writes for 
oneself, wrote for oneself'. 
These correspond to the recessively stressed infinitives graphe-sfzai, grtipse-
sthai, graphfzi:se-sthai, and grapsa-sfzai, respectively. In the absence of 
probative evidence for underlyingly accented (graph-, I adopt the default 
hypothesis that verbal stems, and hence the above participles, are unaccented, 
with recessive stress determined by the TSR. 
Three others, the pres. and fut. act. ptcp. in masc. -:J:n, fern. -o:sa, neut. 
-on (stem -ant-) and the "first" (i.e. productive) aor. act. ptcp. in masc. -a:s, 
fern. -a: sa, neut. -an (stem -ant-), appear at first glance to be recessive as 
well: 
pres. act. pher:J:n, phero:sa, pheron 'bearing, carrying', bain:J:n, 
baino:sa, bafnon 'going, stepping'; 
fut. act. ois:J:n, oiso:sa, ofson 'going to bear, that will bear'; 
aor. act. deiksa:s, deiksa:sa, defksan 'showing, that showed'. 
As with graph-, there is no reason to assume accented (pher-, (ois-, (deiks-
here (but cf. fn. 14). However, an examination of longer forms, e.g. those of 
paidezb: 'instruct, teach', reveals an irregularity in the neut. nom./acc. sg. in 
-on, -an: 
paideu:J: n, paideuo: sa, paideilon 'instructing'; 
paide6s:1:n, paideuso:sa, paideilson 'going to instruct, that will 
instruct'; 
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paideusa:s, paideusa:sa,paideusan 'instructing, that instructed' 
Why do we not find recessive "pafdeuon", "pafdeuson", ''pafdeusan"? The 
answer lies in interaction of the TSR with the paradigms of these participles: 
the neut. nom./acc. sg. was the only form in which stress could retract to the 
penultimate syllable of the verbal stem, in this case pai.14 This sparsity of 
phonetic (surface) evidence for recessivity caused a phonological reanalysis: 
instead ofpai[deu:J:n, pai[delis:J:n, pai[deusa:s, with stress determined by the 
TSR, speakers of Greek at some point abstracted underlyingly accented forms 
pai(deu:J:n, pai(detis:xn, pai(deusa:s. (For a parallel case of reanalysis in the 
noun, cf. §5.1.) 
Although the stress of pres. and fut. act. ptcps. in -:J:n, -o:sa, -on may 
be explained starting from a recessive origin, there remain four other 
participles whose non-recessive stress cannot be account for in this way (cf. 
Rix 1976:199-200, 215): 
14cf the following paradigm for pai(deu:J:n 
dual), with TSR limitations marked; paideus:J:n 
parallel: 
'instructing' (excepting the 
and paideusa:s are entirely 
nom. sg. 
ace. 
gen. 
dat. 
nom. pl. 
ace. 
gen. 
dat. 
mas c. neut. 
pai[ ( deu:J: n 
pai[( deuonta 
[pai( de iion 
fern. 
pai[(deuo:sa 
pai[( deuo:san 
pai(deu[6:se:s 
pai(deu[6:se:i 
pai[ ( deuontos 
pai[ ( deuonti 
pai[ ( deuontes 
pai[( deuontas 
pai( deu[ 6nt:J: n 
pail( deuo: si 
pai[( deuonta pail( deuo: sai 
pai( deu[ 6:sa:s 
pai(deu[6:s:J:n 
pai( deu[ 6:sais 
The corresponding infinitives match their participles in stress: pres. act. pai( deu-
e:n, fut. act. pai(deus-e:n, aor. act. pai(deus-ai (-ai here counts as short; cf. opt. 
3sg. paideusai with "long" -ai, like 2sg. paideusais). This innovative 
accentuation appears to be limited to infinite forms only: cf. iptv. mp. 2sg. 
pa{deusai with recessive accent, thus excluding a stem pai(deusa-. - On the so-
called "Aiolic infinitive" ending -men and East Aiolic (Lesbian) -menai found 
with athematic presents in Homer, e.g. em-men(ai) 'to be' < *eh-m- for Att. e:nai 
< *eh-enai (to pres. lsg. e:m( < *eh-mi), (-men(ai) 'to go' for Att. i-enai (to ei-
mi), ed-menai 'to eat' for Att. ed-e:n (to thematized pres. ed-:J:), cf. Rix 
1976:238. 
I leave unresolved for now whether the same reanalysis occurred in 
monosyllabic pres., fut., and ("first") s-aor. act. stems, e.g. whether pher-, ois-, 
deiks- remain underlyingly unaccented, which leads to no problem in their 
participial stress, or have been reinterpreted as accented (pher-, ( ois-, ( deiks- after 
polysyllabic stems. 
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1. active participles of the thematic or "second" aorist, ending in 
-6:n, -o:sa, -6n, e.g. lip6:n, lipo:sa, lipan 'leaving (behind)', 
e[th6:n, e[tho:sa, etthon 'coming'; 
2. aorist passive participles (still largely stative in Homer) in 
-e:s, -e:sa, -en (stem -ent-), e.g. Hom. 0are:s, 0are:sa, 
0aren '(being) joyous, happy', Att. luthe:s, luthe:sa, luthen 
'released'; 
3. perfect active participles in -6: s, -ufa, -6s (stem -6t-), e.g. 
Hom. gegon6:s, gegonufa, gegon6s 'being (X years) old', Att. 
pepaideuk6:s, pepaideukufa, pepaideuk6s 'having instructed'; 
4. perfect mediopassive participles in -menos, -mem:::, -menon, 
e.g. gegrammenos, -E:, -on 'having written for oneself, having 
been written'. 
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As has long been known (cf. Wackernagel 1877:459-60, Schwyzer 1939:389-
90, Chantraine 1942:378ff.), these forms preserve an older accentual pattern 
which was lost in the corresponding finite forms when the latter generalized 
their destressed variants (whence recessive stress in Greek). IS In the next two 
sections, we shall discover that the non-recessive stress of these four 
participles provides evidence that the inherited underlying accentuation of at 
least certain PIE verbal morphemes has survived into Greek. 
4.2 Survivals of Lexical Accent: The Thematic Aorist 
As is well known, the Homeric and Attic "second", i.e. thematic aorist 
continues PIE root aorists which have been thematized on the basis of 3pl. *-
6-nt <- *-e-nt, e.g. Hom. 3sg. lfpe 's!he left (behind)' <- *1ikw-e-t <-
PIE *leykw-t after 3pl. Upon< post-PIE *likw-6-nt <PIE *likw-e-nt.l6 The 
lSI Wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for the PWPL for emphasizing the 
need to distinguish between finite and infinite verbal forms. 
16Cardona (1960) has established that only two thematic aorists are attested 
in more than two branches of IE: 3sg. Hom. Gr. e:luthe, Olr. luid 'slhe went', TB 
lac ll'dc1!! 'slhe went out' < (post-)PIE *e-h1ludh-et, h1ludh-et; Gr. efde < *ewide 
'slhe saw', Ved. avidat, Arm. egit 'slhe found' < *e-wid-et. As Bammesberger 
(1985:71ff. with refs.) notes, however, both of these may be independent 
creations in the individual languages: cf. Lat. vidi 'I saw, have seen' < aor. *weyd-
, implying an ablauting athematic paradigm with 3sg. *weyd-t (= *[weyt8t]), 3pl. 
*wid-ent; pres. Skt. r6(d)hati 'grow, ascend', PGmc. *lewd- (Goth. liudan 'grow, 
rise, spring up')< PIE aor. subj. *h1lewdh_e/0 -, implying an ablauting athematic 
aor. with sg. *h1lewdh-- pl. *h1ludh- (cf. also R. Kim 2001, fn. 4). The thematic 
aorist must therefore have arisen, via thematization of the 3pl., in the late or 
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diachronic origin of both the "zero-grade" vocalism and the oxytonesis of 
Greek aor. act. ptcps. such as lip5:n, lipo:sa, lip6n 'leaving (behind)', 
elfl5:n, elflo:sa, e[th6n 'coming' is thus clear: both were generalized from 
the 3pl. which, along with other plural and dual forms, contrasted with the 
full e-grade and stem-stress of the singular. One may correspondingly 
reconstruct *likw-6nt-, *h1ludh-6nt- as the thematized aorist participial stem 
in post-PIE. But how should the accent of these participles be analyzed 
synchronically? 
If the zero-grade aorist roots were underlyingly postaccenting, e.g. etth( -, 
lip(-, then the contrast in accentuation between these participles and pres. act. 
pher:xn would immediately follow: since pres. pher- is unaccented, pher-:xn 
receives recessive accent according to the TSR (but cf. fn. 14), whereas in 
lip-5:n it is the thematic vowel which receives the accent according to the 
above rules of prosodic computation. Similarly in the infinitive, pres. pher-
e:n contrasts with aor. lip-e:n. 
Within the brackets-and-edges framework, the innovative TSR may be 
implemented by limiting Line 0 Projection to the final two or three syllable 
heads. I tentatively propose the following two steps: 
Oa) Insert a left boundary to the left of the rightmost (i.e. final) 
syllable head if the latter is a long vowel or diphthong 
(excluding nom. pl. -oi, -ai, mp. and inf. verbal endings in -ai; 
cf. above), i.e. if it "counts as long" for the purposes of 
accent. 
Ob) Construct a single binary foot to the left. 
The resulting boundary, which will be indicated in the examples below with 
the symbol [ , thus demarcates the "stressable" portion of a Greek word: only 
those syllables which lie to its right may project an element onto line 0.17 
post-PIE period; the agreement between Gr. and Skt. in accenting the theme vowel 
is due to parallel development (contra Chantraine 1942:379). 
17cf. the situation in Latin, where words take penultimate stress if their final 
syllable contains a long vowel and antepenultimate stress if their final syllable 
contains a short vowel; because Latin lacks lexical accent (and hence Syllable 
Boundary Projection), one may simply project the left boundary of a final long 
syllable on line 0, then construct a single foot to the left by ICC. For a different 
analysis, cf. Halle and Idsardi 1995:424-5. 
Note that the analysis proposed here is also required for modem Greek, in 
which historically long endings such as substantival a-stem gen. sg. -u, ace. pl. 
-us, gen. pl. -on (< ancient -o:, -o:s, -:J:n; cf. §5) still count as underlyingly 
"long" in step Oa. The contrast between e.g. nom. sg. an(} rop-os and gen. s g. 
aner6p-u may thus be represented by the grids 
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Otherwise the rules for stress computation in ancient Greek are the same as 
those given above for Russian. I repeat these for convenience: 
LineO 
Project syllable heads 
Project L boundary of lexically specified syllable heads 
Edge-Marking: RRR 
Head: L 
Line 1 
Edge-Marking: LLL 
Head: L 
The metrical grids for pher:xn and lip:5:n are thus 
* 
(* 
* *) *( 
[]Jher a:n [lip 
* 
(* 
*) 
:5:n. 
This explanation, however, is ruled out by unaugmented finite aorist 
forms, i.e. "injunctives", which survive in Mycenaean and are still quite 
frequent in Homer. Based on the evidence of lipe, etc., the aorist root cannot 
have been postaccenting-unless the thematic vowel -e;0 - is a dominant 
cyclic affix in Greek, for which there is no evidence. These unaugmented 
forms suggest that the root is instead underlyingly unaccented, and that the 
initial accent of unagumented aorist forms such as lfpe is due to the LLL and 
Head-L parameter settings for line 0. 
* * 
(* (* 
* * *) * *) 
[an Oro pos an [Oro pu 
which correspond perfectly to ancient Greek 
* * 
(* (* 
* * *) * *) [an flr:J: pos an [flr6: po:. 
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But if that is the case, the oxytonesis of lip:5:n, etc. presupposes that the 
participial endings are still underlyingly accented in Greek. It is therefore not 
true that ancient Greek has completely lost lexical accent in the verbal sys-
tem: although the majority of both finite and infinite categories exhibit re-
cessive accent, the decidedly non-recessive oxytonesis of the participle of the 
thematic aorist can only be analyzed in synchronic terms by positing an 
underlyingly accented ending-( :J:n, -( o:sa, -(on. 
Further support for this analysis comes from the imperative of the the-
matic aorist, which furnishes the only nomecessive finite verb forms in all of 
Greek. The fossilized active imperatives etthe 'come!', heure 'find!', eipe 
'speak! tell!', ide 'see!', !abe 'take!' suggest that iptv. act. 2sg. -( e, like the 
participial ending, was also originally accented (cf. Schwyzer 1939:799); 
similarly pl. etthete, heurete, eipete, idete, labete, with accented 2pl. -( ete. 
These relics apparently reflect an earlier stage of the language in which all 
imperatives to thematic aorists were oxytone, before analogy to the recessive 
accentuation of the rest of the paradigm resulted in the majority pattern of 
Hom. lfpe 'leave (behind)!',pfe 'drink!', Att. bti1e 'throw!', pathe 'suffer!' .iS 
Likewise, the regular aorist middle iptv. 2sg. ending Hom. -eo < *-eso (Att. 
contracted -o:) has preserved the accentuation of the theme vowel, e.g. geneo 
'become!', ideo 'see for yourself!', labeo 'take for yourself!' (ibid.). 
To recapitulate, we may trace the accentual development of the 
thematized aorist from PIE to Homeric Greek as follows. In PIE, the past-
tense ("temporal") augment *(e- was underlyingly accented: cf. Ved. aor. 3sg. 
vid-at, a-vid-at 's!he found' (Hom. ide, efde < *wide, *ewide), where the 
stress of the unaugmented variant disappears after the uniform a-. As seen 
above, the thematic aorist which arose in late or post-PIE had an accented 
thematic vowel *-(e/0 -. This vowel has lost its accent in all finite forms by 
Homeric times, so that post-PIE unaugmented aor. ("injunctive") lsg. *likw-
6-m, 3sg. *likw-e-d develops to Hom. Upon, lipe. 
post-PIE 
* 
(* 
* (*) 
*likw 6m 
* (* 
* *) 
-> Homeric [lfp on 
I8cf. Schwyzer 1939:389-90, 799. Synchronically, these five must almost 
certainly have been treated as lexical exceptions: the unusual oxytone aor. iptv. 
was entered as part of the underlying specification of the verb. An anonymous 
reviewer for the PWPL has argued for treating these roots as exceptionally 
postaccenting rather than assuming that iptv. -e, -ete are accented only when 
suffixed to them, but cf. above for the evidence against such an analysis. 
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In Homeric, the augment is also no longer accented: the placement of stress 
in lsg. [elipon, I pl. e[lfpomen, or for that matter in "normal" s-aorists such 
as lsg. e[pafdeusa, lpl. epai[deusamen 'instructed' or imperfects such as lsg. 
[elegon, I pl. e[legomen 'was saying', is completely determined by the TSR. 
The correspondence between lsg. PIE *e-1ikw-o-m and Hom. elipon 'I left 
(behind)' is hence merely due to coincidence. 
* 
(* 
(* 
*e 
* 
* 
(*) 
om -> 
* (* 
* * 
lip 
*) 
on 
The thematic vowel retains its original lexical accent only in the non-re-
cessive active participle (and infinitive: lip-e:n, id-e:n), as well as in the mid. 
iptv. 2sg. in -eo (Att. -6:) and five residual act. iptvs. in 2sg. -e, 2pl. -ete. 
Here alone we find complete continuity between PIE (or rather post-PIE; cf. 
fn. 16) and Homeric, not only in surface realization but also in underlying 
specification of accent: 
* * 
(* (* 
* (* *) * (* *) 
*likW 6nt :rp > [lip 6nt a 
* * 
(* (* 
* (* *) * (* *) 
*wid e te > [id e te 
* * 
(* (* 
* (* *) * (* *) 
*likW e s(w)o > [lip e 0. 
Note that the underlying accentuation of the participial endings-( :J:n, 
-(o:sa, -(on does not extend to the present, where we find ordinary recessive 
[llzer:J:n or pai[deu:J:n with stress governed by the TSR.l9 Greek therefore 
19 As I hope to show elsewhere, simple, i.e. unsuffixed thematic 
presents-which are (almost) entirely a post-PIE innovation, only one or two 
unclear examples being attested in the archaic Anatolian languages-had 
unaccented theme vowel, whereas present-forming suffixes such as *-(ye/0 -, 
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exhibits a synchronic contrast between unaccented pres. act. -:xn, -o:sa, -on 
and accented them. aor. act. -(a:n, -(o:sa, -(on. 
4.3 Survivals of Lexical Accent: The Aorist Passive and the 
Perfect 
In addition to the thematic aorist, the perfect active and passive participles 
and the aorist stative/passive participle also indirectly continue the underlying 
accent of their PIE ancestors. Let us begin with the latter. It is universally 
agreed that the classical Greek aorist passive in-£:-, -ftc:- (in Homer still 
predominantly with stative meaning), e.g. Hom. ekftar£: 's/he was joyous, 
happy', Att. eluft£: 's/he, it was released', continues a stative formation 
inherited from PIE. The latter may be reconstructed with zero-grade of the 
root and stress on the suffix *-ehJ-, e.g. PIE *htrudh-eht- 'to be red' > Latin 
rubere. 
The underlying accentuation of the old stative suffix *-(e- has been lost 
in finite forms such as ekftar£:, elufz£:, but survives in the ptcp. and inf.: 
khar-e:s, kftar-e:sa, kftar-en '(being) joyous', luth-e:s, luft-e:sa, luth-en 
'(being) released', with accented -( ent < *-e-nt-;20 inf. kftar-e:-nai, luth-e:-
nai. Below is the metrical grid for masc. ace. sg. tuthenta: 
* 
[luth 
* 
(* 
(* 
ent 
*) 
a. 
The perfect active participle is regularly stressed on the suffix, e.g. 
Hom. eid:J:s, idufa, eid6s 'knowing' (to ofda 'I know'), gegon6:s, -ufa, -6s 
'being (X years) old' (to gfgnomai 'I am born'), Att. pepaideuk6:s, -ufa, -6s 
'having instructed'. Since the stress of these forms is not recessive, we must 
assume that the suffix is underlying accented -(a: s, -( uia, -( os. 
How may we relate this to the accentuation of the perf. act. ptcp. in 
PIE? Consider the reconstructed PIE paradigm of the archaic unreduplicated 
ptcp. of *woyd- - *weyd- - *wid- 'know', for which we have the most in-
formation: 
*-(ske/0 - were underlyingly accented. Greek has lost the accent of such suffixes, 
e.g. in kha[r:J: 'go, step' < *khar-ye/0 - < *ghr-y"/6-, bask:J: 'go, step' < *gwlp_ 
sk6/ 6-, so that all thematic presents in Greek share recessive stress. 
20Here *-e- has been shortened before tautosy!labic nasal within the history 
of Greek, by "Osthoff's Law": *V:RC > *VRC. 
nom. sg. 
ace. 
gen. 
dat. 
loc. 
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mas c. 
*weyd-wos 
neut. 
*weyd-us 
(*-wos?) 
*weyd-wos-rp. 
*wid-us-es 
*wid-us-ey 
*wid-wes-0 
fern. 
*wid-wes-ih2 
*wid-wes-ih2-rp. 
*wid-us-yeh2-s 
*wid-us-yeh2-i 
*wid-us-yeh2-0. 
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In Halle and Idsardi's terms, the masc. and neut. paradigm presupposes that 
the oblique case endings (gen. *-es, dat. *-ey) are accented-as usually re-
constructed-whereas the ablauting root *weyd- - *wid- and the suffix *-wos-
- *-us- are unaccented. The analysis of the feminine, with its proterokinetic 
contrast between stressed suffix *-wes- in strong cases vs. stressed feminine 
"motion-suffix" *-yeh2- in weak cases, is more complicated, and not all the 
details are fully clear.21 Nevertheless, it appears that at some point in the 
prehistory of Greek, the suffix *-wos- - *-us- was reanalyzed as accented, 
resulting in the following paradigm reconstructible for the Mycenaean stage, 
i.e. the 15th to 13th cc. BC: 
21rt appears that in PIE, suffixed adjectives exhibited ablaut and accent 
alternation in the fern. between their suffix and the fern. "motion-suffix" *-ihr -
*-yehz-. The paradigm of the u-stem adjective 'short', for example, was probably 
nom. sg. 
ace. 
gen. 
dat. 
mas c. 
*mregh-u-s 
*mregh-u-m 
*tm;gh-ew-s 
*tm;gh-ew-i 
fern. 
*tm;gh-ew-ih2 
*tm;9 h-ew-ihz-f!l 
*tm;gh-u-yehz-s 
*tm;gh-u-yeh2-i. 
(Fore-grade *mregh-u- cf. Lat. brevis; the zero-grade is continued in Gr. brakhus, 
Skt. mrhU-. Fern. nom./acc. *-ew-ih2- is supported by Gr., e.g. bar-efa < *bar-ew-
ya < *gwrhz-ew-ih2.) Interestingly, the alternation in the fern., although 
traditionally described as "proterokinetic", does not involve the first two 
morphemes, i.e. root and suffix, but rather the two suffixes: the root appears in 
zero-grade throughout the fern. paradigm. I tentatively suggest that this pattern 
reflects a constraint, perhaps operative already in PIE, limiting ablaut/accent 
alternations to the final three syllables of the (phonological) word, and it is 
tempting to speculate that this restriction, evident in such ferns. as *mrgh-ew-
ih2(-ql), *wid-wes-ih2(-ql), contributed to the eventual generalization of the TSR 
in Greek. 
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nom. sg. 
ace. 
gen. 
dat./loc. 
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masc. 
*weydw6:s 
*weyd-w6h-a 
neut. 
*weyd-w6s 
*weyd-w6h-os 
*weyd-w6h-i 
, 
fern. 
*wid-uh-ya 
*wid-uh-yan 
*wid-uh-ya:-s 
*wid-uh-ya:-y. 
Subsequent changes in suffix (substitution of *-wot- for *-woh- once *h had 
ceased to be a conditioned allophone of *s) and ablaut (spread of e-grade to the 
fern., cf. Hom. idufa vs. Att. eidufa) produced the paradigm of classical 
Greek. 
As with *-(wos- - *-(us-, the accented ending -( enai of the pf. act. in-
finitive always carries the stress, e.g. in eid-enai 'to know', gegon-enai 'to be 
(X years) old', pepaideuk-enai 'to have instructed'.22 The pf. mp. ptcp. and 
inf. are likewise characterized by penultimate stress: Att. pepaideumenos 
'having been instructed', gegrammenos (< /ge-graph-menos/) 'having been 
written', pepaideusfzai 'to have been instructed', gegraphthai ( < /ge-graph-
sthai/) 'to have been written' to paideu:J: 'I teach, instruct (children)', gniph:J: 
'I write'. Since PIE apparently did not have a pf. act. inf., nor any pf. mp. at 
all, these forms must be independent innovations-paralleled in other IE 
branches such as Indo-Iranian, but specific to Greek-and the underlying 
accentuation of their stems is almost certainly due to the model of the pf. act. 
ptcp. 
5 PIE Nominal Accentuation in Greek 
Although it has undergone several innovations, the Greek nominal system 
has preserved relatively more of the original PIE system of accent. Below are 
the case/number endings of the noun in Homeric and Attic Greek, excluding 
the dual and Hom. instrumental -phi:23 
22rn Homer we find inf. id-men, id-menai 'to know', with the Aiolic endings 
(cf. fn. 14). 
23originally plural and confined to non-a-stems, as regularly in Mycenaean; 
the a-stem instr. pl., spelled -a in Myc., probably stood for *-6 is (cf. Skt. -ail), 
Av. -ais, Lith. -ais). Cf. Morpurgo-Davies 1970 with references. 
I also leave aside the vocative, which originally had initial stress no matter 
what the underlying accentuation of the stem, to judge from the pattern of Vedic 
and Balto-Slavic (cf. SC voc. t~na /z'eno/ to zena /zen· a! 'woman'; cf. Schwyzer 
1939:391, 547). This pattern remains fairly productive in consonant-stems: cf. 
pater, Saphokle:s (< *Soph6-klewes), eudaiman with recessive stress, to nom. 
pati:r 'father', Saphaklf.:s (< *Sopho-klewE :s) 'whose fame is wisdom', eu-
daim:J:n 'well-spirited, fortunate'. Virtually all a-stem voc. sgs. in -e have 
acquired "columnar accent" (see below), leaving only a few isolated relics such as 
singular 
nom. 
ace. 
gen. 
dat. 
plural 
nom. 
ace. 
gen. 
dat. 
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o-stems a:!E:-stems consonant -stems 
-OS -a:, -E: -s, -0 
-on -a:n, -E:n -a, -n 
Hom. -oio, -a:s, -e:s -(os 
Hom./Att. -o: 
-:xi -a:i, -e:i -(i 
-oi 
-ai -es 
-o:s -a:s -as 
-:J:n Hom. -a::J:n > -( :J:n 
Att. -S:n 
Hom. -ois(i), Hom. -E:is(i) -(si 
Att. -ois Hom./Att. -ais.24 
Let us investigate the accentual properties of each of these classes in 
turn. As is well known, o- and a:IE:-stems, along with the majority of con-
sonant-stems, regularly exhibit "columnar accent": the stress of the nom. sg. 
is maintained throughout all other forms of the paradigm as far as allowed by 
the TSR, with a circumflex becoming an acute as necessary. Where columnar 
stress would violate the TSR, it shifts one syllable to the right: cf. [pe:khus 
'arm', gen. sg. [pt.:0eos (Ionic); [ht.:misus 'half', gen. sg. hc:[mfseos (Rix 
1976:43). 
5.1 o- and a:!E:-Stems 
For o-stem nouns and adjectives containing at least three syllables, there are 
three possible patterns of surface stress: 
1. X' X OS 
2. X X' OS 
3. X X 6s 
e.g.patrios 'paternal', thanatos 'death' 
e.g. olfgos 'few' 
e.g. potam6s 'river', ouran6s 'sky' 
Type 1 may be analyzed as accented on the antepenult, i.e. (X X os, or as un-
derlyingly unaccented, with surface stress provided by the TSR: [X X os. 
Type 3 includes all oxytone, or ending-stressed, o-stem nouns; it may be 
adetphe to adetph6s 'brother'. On the voc. of masc. a:le:-stem nouns with nom. 
-a:s/-e:s, cf. fn. 26. 
24on the distribution and origin of the competing dat. pl. endings in Homer, 
Attic, and the other dialects, cf. Schwyzer 1939:556-9, Chantraine 1942:194-6, 
201-2. 
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analyzed as postaccenting X X( os or, if one posits an underlying accented 
thematic vowel -o-, as X X ( os. In the absence of positive evidence that the 
theme vowel is accented in Greek nominal inflection, I adopt the former 
analysis. 
Type 2, however, can only be analyzed as X (X os, with penultimate ac-
cent. Among other examples of this relatively limited class, one may cite 
poikilos 'pointed', pedion 'plain, flat area', and the oblique/feminine stem 
megalo- to the adjective megas, meg ale::, mega 'big, great'. At least for this 
class, therefore, one must assume an underlyingly accented stem, contrasting 
with both unaccented (type 1) and postaccenting (type 3) stems, much as in 
Slavic languages such as Russian or Serbo-Croatian.25 
One might likewise expect the same three patterns in a:!c::-stem nouns 
-i.e., unaccented (or accented on the antepenult), accented on the penult, and 
postaccenting-and indeed oxytone (Type 3) a:!c::-stems can be analyzed as 
postaccenting: X X( a:!c::. Interestingly, however, Homeric and Attic lack 
a:!c::-stem counterparts to the recessive type 1 of o-stempatrios, thanatos. 
1. *X' X a: 
2. X X' a: e.g. oikia: 'house', agape:: 'love' 
3. X X a: e.g. agora: 'marketplace', arc::te: 'virtue' 
The absence of unaccented a:IE:-stems is likely to be due to the weakness of 
phonetic evidence which would distinguish their paradigm from that of type 
2. Note that with the exception of nom. pl. -ai, all the a:IE:-stem 
case/number endings contain a long vowel, so that according to the TSR 
stress cannot recede beyond the penult. Thus, the paradigm of unstressed */oi 
ki a:-/ would be 
nom. 
ace. 
gen. 
dat. 
sg. 
/oi ki a:/> oi[ki-a: 
/oi ki a:n/ > oi[ki-a:n 
/oi ki a:s/ > oi[ki-a:s 
/oi ki a:i/ > oi[ki-a:i 
pl. 
/oi ki ai/ >"[oiki-ai" 
/oi ki a:s/ > oi[ki-a:s 
/oi ki a: :J :n/ > oiki-[S:n 
(Hom. oiki-[a::J:n) 
/oi ki ais/ > oi[ki-ais 
25The distribution of this class has undergone certain alterations· within the 
prehistory of Greek, e.g. Wheeler's Law C " '>- '~. e.g. agkulos 'crooked' < 
*agkul6s, cf. Ved. ankura-) or Vendryes's Law(' A~>,_~. e.g. hetoimos 'ready' < 
hetofmos; Att. only). Here " and - denote short vowels and long 
vowels/diphthongs, respectively. Cf. Schwyzer 1939:379, 382-3, Lejeune 
1972:297-8. 
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Just as the neut. nom./acc. sg. of participles in <J:n, -o:sa, -on did not 
furnish enough evidence for recessive stress (§4.1), so here the nom. pl. 
alone did not constitute a sufficient basis from which learners of Greek could 
deduce an underlyingly unaccented stem. Instead, they reanalyzed the nom. sg. 
and other forms with a long vowel in the final syllable as underlyingly 
accented, i.e. /oi (ki a:-/. As a result, the nom. pl. became oik(ai, thus falling 
into line with the rest of the paradigm and bringing about columnar accent on 
the surface. 26 
* 
(* 
(* 
oi [ki 
*) 
a· 
-> 
* [oi 
* 
(* 
(* 
kf 
*) 
ai 
Type 2 must therefore be analyzed as X (X a:le:, with penultimate accent. 
Unlike type 2 o-stems, which are relatively limited in ancient Greek, this 
class includes all non-oxytone, i.e. barytone or stem-stressed a:/e:-stem 
nouns. 
5.2 Consonant- and Semivowel-Stems 
As noted above, polysyllabic consonant-stem nouns regularly show columnar 
accent. The same applies to i- and u-stem nouns, which are generally 
recessive: polis 'city', gen. sg. p6le:1:s < *polE :(y)os (by quantitative 
metathesis),27 nom. pl. p6le:s < *p6leyes; pf:khus 'arm', gen. sg. pe:kho:s 
(lon.pt:kheos) < *p£:khewos, nom. pl. pe:0e:s < *p£:khewes. 
26This was already seen by Kurytowicz (1958:118-9); he further adduces the 
accentuation of the voc. sg. of a:!E:-stem masculines in -a:sl-e:s, e.g. polf:ta 
'citizen', hipp6ta 'horseman', which must likewise be analogical to the nom. sg.: 
po(li:t-a, hip(pot-a after po(li:t-e:s, hip(pot-e:s <- po[li:t-e:s, hipfpot-E:s. Cf. 
fn. 23 on non-recessive stress in the a-stem voc. sg. The lack of recessivity in 
vocatives such as Luk6-phron 'wolf-minded' (for "Luko-phron ", to nom. Luk6-
phra:n) is a related phenomenon, although complicated by the cyclic computation 
of stress in compounds (cf. fn. 13; Noyer 1997:512-5, 522-4 and passim). 
27Whence gen. sg. p6lea:n <*pole:;, :n by analogy; cf. Lejeune 1972:296, 
Rix 1976:42. The gen. pl. forms of polis and other i-stems make up the only 
synchronic exceptions to the TSR, since the gen. sg. may be analyzed as 
underlyingly /polE :(y)os/, with quantitative metathesis still a synchronic rule. 
Cf. the paradigm of basileus 'king' and other eu-stems: gen. sg. basilea:s, ace. 
sg. basilea:, gen. pl. basilb:n, ace. pl. basilea:s for underlying /basilE :(w)-os, 
-a, -;, :n, -as/. 
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This, however, does not imply that polysyllabic consonant-stems have 
necessarily given up lexical accent in all cases. For example, nouns contain-
ing the femininizing suffix -(s, gen. -(d-os must carry an underlying accent 
on the final syllable of the stem, for otherwise we should expect, e.g., 
"alektoris", gen. "alekt6rid-os", "Atlantis", gen. "Atltintid-os" instead of actu-
ally occurring alektoris 'hen', gen. alektorid-os, Atlant(s 'daughter of Atlas', 
gen. Atlantid-os (formed to alekt:J:r 'cock' and Atla:s, gen. Atlant-os, 
respectively). Similarly, the numerous masculine nouns in -eus, e.g. basileus 
'chief (Mycenaean, Homeric), king (Attic, Hellenistic), emperor (Byzantine)', 
hippeus 'knight, horseman', or Homeric names in -eus such as Akhilleus 
'Achilles', must be analyzed with accented suffix /-(eu-/ - /-(e:w-/.28 A 
convenient list of nominal derivational suffixes with their surface accentual 
properties is given in Kurylowicz 1958:130-7. 
In contrast to polysyllables, monosyllabic consonant-stems still exhibit 
intraparadigmatic stress alternations, e.g. nom. sg. p6:s 'foot', ace. p6d-a vs. 
gen. pod-6s, dat. pod-f. This pattern is easily accounted for if we assume that 
the nom. and ace. endings are underlyingly unaccented and the gen. and dat. 
endings accented, as in the table above (§5). The underlying forms for /pod-/ 
'foot' are thus 
nom. 
ace. 
gen. 
dat. 
sg. 
/pod-s/ > p6: s29 
/pod-a/> p6da 
/pod-(os/ > pod6s 
/pod-(i/ >pod[ 
pl. 
/pod-es/ > p6des 
/pod-as/ > p6das 
/pod-(::~ :n/ > podS:n 
/pod-(sf/ > posi. 
Interestingly, not only have Homeric and Attic generalized a requirement 
restricting mobile stress to monosyllables, but all monosyllabic nominal 
stems exhibit mobile stress, i.e. are unaccented. That this pattern remains 
productive is proved by disyllabic stems in Homer (representative of early 
Attic-Ionic) which have undergone vowel contraction in Attic: 
PGr. neut. *ows, *owh-at- > Hom. ous 'ear', nom .lace. pl. oUata 
([6w.wa.ta], with Aiolic treatment of intervocalic *-wh-) for 
28on the prehistory of this class cf. Schindler 1976. Cf. fn. 27 on 
quantitative metathesis in, and the underlying forms of, the eu-stem paradigm. 
29The lengthening in this form is irregular and must be due to (imprecise) 
analogy with long-vowel nom. sg. forms in -:J:n, -:J:s, -e:s, etc. Cf. Lat. pes, 
whose long vowel is likewise analogical to oblique forms with short e, e.g. ace. 
pedem, gen. pedis: the original PIE alternation of nom./acc. *o - obl. *e has been 
replaced by *e - *e. In Greek, leveling of *o - *e to *o probably took place first, 
followed by introduction of the innovative long vowel into the nom. sg. 
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*S:wat-a > Att. 5:t-a, whence gen. sg. *S:wat-os (Hom. 
ouatos) -> :J:t-6s (cf. Rix 1976:148);30 
PGr. i-stem *6wis (cf. Argolic 6wis) > Hom. 6is 'sheep' > Att. 
ofs, whence gen. 6i"-os [6.i.yos] ->oi-6s [oy.y6s]; 
PGr. *pawis, *pawid- >Hom. pais 'child' > Att. pafs, paid-6s; 
PGr. neut. s-stem *phahos > Hom. phaos 'light' > Att. ph5:s, 
reanalyzed as /ph:3 :t-s/ with a new stem ph:J:t-, whence gen. 
phao:s (lphaeh-os/) ->ph:J:t-6s. 
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In each of the above cases, an underlyingly accented polysyllabic stem has 
become monosyllabic by contraction across an intervocalic hiatus: the new 
stem exhibits stress alternation between direct and oblique cases, although the 
original polysyllable did not. This suggests that Attic-Ionic had a synchronic 
constraint against accented monosyllabic stems which remained in effect at 
least until the above contraction had taken place.31 
30cf. the contrast within Homer between older dat. pl. ouasi (for *:5 :wasi; 
Iliad 12.442) and contracted :J:s(n (with prevocalic "movable n"; Odyssey 
12.200). Hellenistic Gr. nom./acc. sg. a:s has adopted the stem vowel of :J:t-. 
31rn the root aor. ptcps. do:s, the:s, sta:s, root-accented dont-os, -i, -:J:n, 
d6:si (sim. rhent-os, sttint-os, etc.) are either analogical to the pres. act. ptcps. 
dido:s, tithe:s, hista:s or indirectly reflect the columnar accent of disyllabic 
*doat-, *theat-, *staat- < *dh3-l} t-, *dhh1-l} t-, *sthrl} t- (leveled after nom.-acc. 
*dont-, *thent-, *stant-, e.g. do:s < *d6nts, d6nta, pl. d6nt-es, d6nt-as < *dhT 
ent-; Rix 1976:234). Cf. the contraction across laryngeals in the opt. of these 
verbs, fn. 13 above. Similarly Attic 6:n, gen. 6nt-os is contracted from Hom., 
Ionic e6:n, eont-os, thematized from PGr. *ent- - *ea(n)t- < *ehent- - *ehat- < 
PIE *h1s-ent- - *hJS-I}t-' (Rix, ibid.; cf. Herakleian ent-es, Hom. fern. eassa < 
*ehat-ya, fn. 40 below). As far as I am aware, these participles constitute the only 
exceptions to this constraint. 
The root accent of gen. sg. e:r-os, dat. -ito nom./acc. ear 'spring' (Lindeman 
1972:219) poses no problem if one sets up an underlying stem fear-!, with the 
sequence leaf subject to contraction in forms of more than two syllables (cf. en-
tho:-sia(z):J: 'be inspired by a god, inspire' vs. theos 'god' with uncontracted leo!; 
Rix 1976:54). 
The synchronically irregular root accentuation of gen. pl. 6:t-:J:n, pafd-:J:n 
vs. :J:t-6s, -f, :J:sf, paid-6s, -{,pais{ (cf. also Hom. d6:r-:J:n, g6:n-:J:n < *d6rw-
::>:n, *g6nw-::>:n vs. do:r-6s, -f, go:n-6s, -f to d6ru 'wood', g6nu 'knee') is an 
archaism, dating from the period prior to the contraction and resulting 
"monosyllabization" of the stem. As observed by Lindeman (1972:218-9), forms 
such as a-stem gen. pl. luk:J:n, ofko:n (to lukos 'wolf', ofkos 'house') would have 
provided more than ample support for 6:t:J:n, d6:r:J:n, so that the latter could 
survive as such, reinterpreted as underlying /::> :t-::> :n/, /do:r-::> :nf with unaccented 
stem and unaccented (properly a-stem!) gen. pl. /-::>: n/. 
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6 Implications for the Phonological Prehistory of Greek 
Is it possible to draw any inferences about the relative or absolute chronology 
of the changes involved in the development of the Greek accentual system? 
Fortunately, a handful of isolated relic forms survive from older stages of the 
language and allow us to trace, if only approximately, the evolution of the 
productive accentual rules and restrictions of Greek of the first millennium 
BC. 
Hoenigswald (1997) has argued that Hom. k£:ri 'at heart', an old locative 
to the fossilized neuter noun k£:r 'heart', represents the sole survival of an 
earlier stage of Greek in which the dat. sg. ending -i-originally the PIE 
locative sg. ending *-i-was unaccented. This concurs with our current un-
derstanding of PIE nominal morphology, according to which the most archaic 
type of PIE locative was "endingless", and *-i was subsequently added.32 
At some point in the prehistory of Greek, loc. (-> dat.) sg. -i acquired 
underlying accent, becoming -(i. This accent must have been analogical, not 
only to gen. sg. -(os, but almost certainly also to the older PIE dat. sg. *-(ey 
which survived into Mycenaean (e.g. dat. e-rne /hem-ey/ 'one' vs. Hom., Att. 
hen-f with stem-final -n- from nom. *hens -> he:s): as *-i and *-ey have 
undergone functional syncretism already in Mycenaean, with -e l-ey/ 
preponderant in s-stems and -i in other consonant-stem classes, one would 
Note also pa:s 'all (m.)', which stresses the ending in gen. and dat. sg. but 
the root in both gen. and dat. pl.: pant6s, pant( vs. pant:J :n, pa:si (the circumflex 
of pa:s < *pants is unexplained, as is that of he:s < *hens 'one'; Lejeune 
1972:296). I tentatively propose that this adjective is a fossilized pres. ptcp. to 
PIE *peh2- 'guard, take care of (hence *'watched, guarded, kept' > *'whole, 
entire'> 'all'; cf. Hitt. pa!J(!Jas)s- 'protect', OCS pasp 'watch over, tend' < *pehz-
s-), which has otherwise been lost in Greek: nom./acc. *phz-ent- (or perhaps 
rather *peh2-l} t- ?), gen./dat. *phz-1} t-' > *pant- - *paat- ->pant-, as in d6nt-, 
etc. above. (Cf. TB, TA pont- 'all' < PT *pont- < *pant- [Ringe 1996:23, 75], 
which Penney [cited in Adams 1999:402] suggests may be from *pehrl}t-.) 
Could the complete isolation of pant- have led to its partial assimilation to the 
regular accentual pattern, in the sg.? 
32cf. Brugmann 1911:174-85, esp. 179; Benveniste 1935 with references. 
Reflexes of endingless locatives are especially common in the n-stems in Indo-
Iranian, e.g. Ved. miirdhcin, miirdhcini (later miirdhnf) 'on the head' (Whitney 
1924: 158-9); cf. also Hitt. dagtin [t(a)gan] 'on the ground' < *dg6m <- PIE 
*dhgh-em (Ved. k~am-i). In his treatment of endingless locative forms in Hitt~te, 
Neu (1980:31-3) discusses and rejects the proposed occurrences of loc. SA-ir 
(presumably for !kerf, parallel to E-ir /per/ 'in the house'); if real, this 
form-along with pre-Greek *ker(+i) -would presumably continue PIE *ICer < 
**lCerd-0 by "Szemerenyi's Law": pre-PIE **-VRC >PIE *-V:R, where C=*s, *h2, 
or *d (cf. R. Kim 2001, §2). 
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expect these two endings to have influenced each other. Unless -i remained 
unaccented until after the complete loss of *-(ey -which is highly 
unlikely-it is probable that the combination of gen. -(os and dat. *-(ey led 
speakers of Greek to associate underlying accent with oblique case and so 
bring originally unaccented loc. *-i into line with this pattern.33 
The other probable accentual archaism, also discovered by Hoenigswald 
(1987), is Hom. aiei, Att. a:e{ 'forever'. If, as Hoenigswald argues, these 
forms continue *ayyehf < (post-)PIE locative *hzeywes-i to an s-stem 
*hzeywos (cf. Dor. aies 'id.'), their final accent marks them as a unique relic, 
a "moderately ancient locative dating from the time after oxytonesis had been 
generally extended to oblique cases including the locative, but before it was 
limited to monosyllables" (51). 
These considerations lead to the following relative chronology of devel-
opments in the nominal accentuation of Greek: 
loc. pl. *-(su -> *-(si after loc. sg. *-i 
mobile accent extended 
to all paradigms 
~ 
Hom. Gr. kf :ri 
.,J; 
sg. loc.34 -i -> -(i 
after dat. -(ey, gen. -( os 
~ 
*ayw-es-(f > *ayy-eh-(f >Hom. aie{, Att. a:e{ 
.,J; 
mobile accent restricted to monosyllables and r-stems 
(productive pattern in Attic-Ionic) 
.,J; 
end of composition of Homeric epics 
.,J; 
Hom. ous, ouat-a, -OS 'ear' -> Att. ous, S:t-a, :xt-6s 
Hom. 6i"s, 6i"-os 'sheep'-> Att. ofs, oi-6s 
Hom. phaos, phao:s 'light'-> Att. phS:s, ph;,:t-6s 
331 wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for the PWPL for clarifying this 
argument. The accentuation of *-i in Greek is therefore independent of the parallel 
development in Sanskrit: cf. Ved. miirdhan-i vs. miirdhn-f (fn. 32), after gen./abl. 
miirdhn-as, dat. -e, instr. -if. 
Note that even in contracted monosyllabic stems with stem-stressed gen. pl. 
(i:t-J:n,pa(d-J:n) or gen. and dat. pl. (pant-J:n, pa:si; cf. fn. 31), the gen. and 
dat. sg. always have stressed -6s, -(. Thus the gen. sg. is the only oblique case 
form which is always ending-stressed in Greek, without exceptions or relics. 
34or dat., if functional syncretism of *-i and *-ey had occurred by this time. 
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7 Epilogue: Some Innovative Patterns in Greek 
Nominal Accent 
As demonstrated in §5, Greek nominals have retained significantly more of 
the inherited PIE accentual system than the verb. Nevertheless, certain 
nominal classes have undergone significant innovations which have not yet 
received a satisfactory explanation in previous scholarship. Two of these are 
discussed below. 
Like their animate counterparts, monosyllabic neuter nouns are regularly 
unaccented and exhibit alternating stress: cf. nom .lace. pur 'fire', gen. pur-6s, 
dat. pur-i, like aiks 'goat', ace. afg-a, gen. aig-6s, dat. aig-i. As has long 
been noted, however, athematic neuter nouns, i.e. neuters other than o-stems 
ending in -on, of more than one syllable regular exhibit recessive stress in 
Greek: 
r/n-stems, e.g. hUd:J:r 'water' < *ud6r <- PIE coli. nom./acc. 
*wedor, gen. hudatos < pre-Gr. *u~-t-os <- PIE coli. obi. 
*ud-n- (cf. Hitt. coli. widlir< *wedor <- *wooor; sg. wlitar < 
*w6d-{, gen. wedenas <- PIE *woo-v-s; Schindler 
1975a:3-7); 
u-stems, e.g. d6ru 'wood', g6nu 'knee' < PIE *d6ru, *g6nu (but 
cf. fn. 31); 
s-stems, e.g. genos < PIE *genht-os (< pre-PIE *genht-s), gen. 
geno:s < *genes-os 'birth, race, race, kind' < PIE *genht-es-
(< pre-PIE 9IJht-es-), kreas 'flesh, meat' < *krewas < PIE 
*krewh2-s (Schindler 1975b); 
n-stems, e.g. 6noma, gen. on6matos 'name'<- 6numa (cf. Hom. 
n6:num(n)os 'nameless') <- enuma* (preserved in Laconian 
Enuma-kratida:s) < *enomv-35 < *ht1Jh3m-IJ- (synchronically 
in the following class);36 
35cf. Vine 1999b:557-8 and passim on the precise conditioning of the 
rounding of *o > u in this and other Greek forms ("Cowgill's Law"). 
36Note that TB fiem, TA nom< Pf *fiemg requires a protoform *h1n~h3m-IJ, 
i.e. the strong stem of an acrostatic noun, whereas Olr. ainm, OPr. emmens, PSI. 
*Jim~ (OCS im~; cf. Cz. jmeno), HLuv. a-ta415-man-za /ad(a)man-za/ reflect a 
preform *h1IJh3m-IJ, with generalization of zero-grade of the root in a 
proterokinetic paradigm *h1neh3m-IJ - *h1IJh3m-en-. (Skt. nliman-, Lat. nomen, 
Hitt. Iaman may continue either weak acrostatic or strong proterokinetic 
*h1neh3m-.) Since acrostatic inflection is clearly recessive already in PIE, and 
'name' could have been remodeled to a proterokinetic noun from its accidental 
phonetic resemblance to action nouns in X'-flllJ - X-men- independently in 
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t-stem ( < n-stem) nomina action is ("action nouns") m -ma, e.g. 
s!J:ma, gen. s:5:matos 'body'. 
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Whereas the recessive stress of (nearly all) finite verb forms reflects the gen-
eralization of the postlexical destressing rule found in main clauses in Vedic 
Sanskrit (§4.1), and that of vocatives continues the initial stress of vocatives 
in PIE (cf. fn. 23), this pattern seems to have no historical basis: as 
Hoenigswald (1998:272) observes, no related phenomena are found elsewhere 
among the ancient IE languages.37 
However, an examination of the archaic accent-ablaut paradigms recon-
structed for PIE reveals that the oldest stratum of neuter nouns always carries 
stress on the root in the nominative-accusative singular. According to the 
classic studies of Schindler (1975a and especially 1975b:262-4), PIE athe-
matic neuter nouns may belong only to either the acrostatic or proterokinetic 
inflection, i.e. with fixed stress on the root or stress alternating between root 
and suffix, respectively. 
"acrostatic", fixed stress on root 
nom./acc. *w6d-~ 'water' *h1n~h3m-l} 'name' 
gen. *wed-l).s *h1neh3m-l}-s 
"proterokinetic", stress alternating between root and suffix 
nom./acc. *d6r-u 'wood' *X'-lll). (> Gr. -ma in 
gen. *dr-ew-s *X-men-s "action nouns") 
Now if we assume that the initial stress of the "strong", i.e. nom.-acc. 
variant was generalized at some early stage of pre-Greek, all neuter nouns 
(other than a-stems) would have ended up with fixed stress on their initial 
Anatolian, Greek, Celtic, and Balto-Slavic, I reconstruct 'name' as acrostatic for 
PIE. In any case, proterokinetic inflection provides the starting point for Greek 
(as for Anatolian; Melchert 1994:67, 83). 
37 Athematic neuter adjectives also appear to have generalized recessivity in 
prehistoric Greek, although the effects of columnar accent have largely leveled 
this out. Cf. als:thes 'really?", kharien 'nice!', fossilized neut. nom./acc. sg. of 
ale:the:s 'true', kharfe:s 'beautiful, elegant' (vs. regularized ale:thes, kharien; 
Hoenigswald 1998:272), although the second of these, like elee:mon 'full of 
pity', beltion, kallion 'better' (to elee:m:J:n, belti:J :n, kalli:J :n), may merely 
reflect an underlying unaccented stem of the type which has been eliminated in 
pres. and fut. act. ptcps. (cf. §4.1, fn. 14). On Att. eu 'well' <*eli vs. Hom. eiis, 
eii, cf. Hoenigswald 1998:272-4. 
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syllable-just like vocatives.38 Subsequent application of the TSR then 
resulted in the observed recessive stress. 
Another class of nouns that regularly exhibits recessive stress in Greek 
is feminines with nom. sg. in short -a. In contrast, the cognate Vedic class of 
feminines in -I with obl. forms in -yii- ( < PIE *-ih2- - *-yeh2-), although 
preponderantly barytone, also includes oxytone stems, e.g. devi 'goddess', 
after which the inflection is named in traditional grammars. 39 Note, 
however, that Greek feminine adjectives in -a are often accented on a 
preceding suffix: barefa, f. to u-stem barus 'heavy'; idufa, f. to pf. act. ptcp. 
eid6:s 'knowing'; lipo:sa, f. to aor. act. ptcp.lip:5:n 'leaving (behind)'. 
These patterns may be explained, I believe, if we suppose that the same 
generalization of nom.-acc. stress to oblique case forms just proposed for 
athematic neuters also occurred in ih2-stems. Since this class, like eh2-stems 
(>Gr. a:!E:-stems), was proterokinetic in PIE, the "strong" cases would have 
carried stress on the root, while the "weak" cases would have had stressed 
full-grade of the ending, i.e. nom. *X'-ih2-0. ace. *X'-ih2-111 vs. gen. *X-
yeh2-s, dat. *X-yeh2-i. If the nom. and ace. were reanalyzed in pre-Greek as 
having underlying accent on the root, generalization to the oblique cases 
would have yielded a columnar paradigm. The development of the a-stem 
pa:sa 'all, every'< *pansa (cf. Arcadianpansa) < *pantya< *piint-ih2 (cf. fn. 
31) would thus have been 
38Jn the case of pur 'fire' <- PIE r/n-stem *peh2-wr, *phrwen-s (Hitt. 
pafW.ur, gen. pafW.wenas; cf. Schindler 1975a:7, 9-10), which has become 
monosyllabic within the prehistory of Greek, this initial accent has been 
eliminated by the constraint that monosyllabic noun stems must be underlyingly 
unaccented (§5). 
39In Vedic, a large class of about 70-80 oxytone derivatives in -f are 
inflected like root nouns in -i (e.g. dhfl) 'thought'), i.e. with non-ablauting stems 
in -i- - -iy-: hence vrkfl) 'she-wolf', gen. vrkfy-al), kalyiil)Il) 'fair woman', puru$Il) 
'woman', Yamfl) (to vfka-, katydl)a-, puru$a-, Yama-, respectively), lak$mf 
'mark', m. rathi 'charioteer', m. ahi 'serpent' (cf. older i-stem ahi-, Gr. aphis 
'snake'); cf. Macdonell 1910:268-70, Whitney 1924:128 (§355b). 
Interestingly, Whitney (1924:132 (§362, 2d)) notes that Vedic ferns. in -i which 
show accent shift from the corresponding masc., e.g. tavi$1 'might', paru$l)i 
'reedy (name of river)', palikni 'gray', r6hil)1 'ruddy cow', follow devf-inflection 
only when not oxytone, in contrast to v[kf, etc. Oxytone stems of the devf-type 
are either analogical to the corresponding masc., e.g. devf itself to m. deva-
'god', or result from remodeling of the inherited stem stress, e.g. u-stem ur-v-f 
'wide', pres. ptcp. ad-at-f 'eating' (m. uru-, adant-; cf. Macdonell 1910:273 and 
see fns. 21, 40). B~ classical Skt., the vrkf class was almost completely 
assimilated to the devi type; the resulting paradigm took nom./acc./voc. du. -fy-
ii(u), nom. pl. -fy-a}J from vrkf inflection (Whitney 1924:128-9, 132-3). 
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nom. *p~nt-ih2 
ace. *p~nt-ih2-rp 
gen. *p~ nt-yeh2-s 
dat. *p~ nt-yeh2-i 
> *pant-ya 
> *pant-yan 
-> *p~nt-yeh2-s > *pant-yas 
-> *p~nt-yeh2-i > *pant-yay 
>pii:sa 
> pii:san 
> pd:sc:s 
> pd:sc:i.40 
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Evidence for this hypothesis comes from the one a-stem that preserves mo-
bile accent, i.e. m(a 'one (f.)': 
nom. m(a < *smfya < *sm-fh2 <- *sem-ih2 
ace. m(an < *smfyan < *sm-fh2-rp <- *sem-ih2-rp 
gen. miii:s < *smiya:s < *sm(i)-yeh2-s 
dat. miii:i < *smiya:y < *sm(i)-yeh2-i. 
The accentual alternation of this form, which is entirely isolated within 
Homeric and Attic Greek, can only be explained by assuming that-at least 
at an earlier stage-the oblique endings of a-stems were underlyingly 
accented, just as for the consonant-stems: gen. sg. -(a:s, dat. sg. -(a:i. Why 
the stem mi- remained unaccented, in contrast to all other a-stems, is 
40Note that according to this view, the PIE inflection of fern. u-stems and 
perf. act. ptcps. proposed in fn. 21 above explains the non-recessive 
accentuation of these forms in Greek, e.g. 
nom. *ITI{gh-ew-ih2 > *brakh-ew-ya > brak!'efa 
ace. *ITI{gh-ew-ih2-rp. > *brakh-ew-yam > brak!'efan 
gen. *ITI{gh-u-yeh2-s -> *ITI{gh-ew-yehrs > *brakh-ew-yas > brakhefa:s 
dat. *ITI{gh-u-yeh2-i -> *ITI{gh-ew-yeh2-i > *brakh-ew-yay > brakhefa:i 
nom. *wid-wes-ih2 -> *wid-tis-ih2 
ace. *wid-wes-ih2-rp. -> *wid-tis-ihrrp. 
gen. *wid-us-yehrs -> *wid-tis-yehrs 
dat. *wid-us-yeh2-i -> *wid-tis-yehri 
> *wid-tih-ya 
> *wid-tih-yan 
> *wid-tih-ya:s 
> *wid-tih-ya:y 
> (w)idufa 
> (w)idufan 
> (w)idu{a:s 
> (w)idu{a:i. 
The same should have occurred in the archaic pres. ptcp. fern. of *h1es- 'be': *h1s-
ent-ih2, gen. *hJS-I}t-yehrs > *ehent- - *ehat-' -> PGr. *ehatya > "eas(s)a", 
easse:s (cf. Ved. satf <- *sant-- *sat-'). Could Hom. eassa (gen. easse:s by the 
TSR) owe its accent to masc./neut. *ent- < *~nt- < *ehent- < *h1s-ent-
(Herakleian ent-es; cf. fn. 31), subsequently thematized in Hom./lon. masc. e:J:n, 
neut. eon(> Att. S:n, on)? Similarly, f. pf:e:ra 'fat' <-PIE *pih2-wer-ih2 (Ved. 
pivari) for expected "pi:e:ra" has been influenced by m. pf::J:n, itself from 
amphikinetic PIE *peyhrwon, gen. *pih2-un-es (Ved. pivan-). 
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somewhat less clear. Note that unlike the development proposed above, by 
which the accent of the nom./acc. was generalized to the oblique cases, 'one 
(f.)' has apparently generalized both the stem accent and zero-grade root ablaut 
of the oblique cases to PIE *sem-ih2( -Ip); the motivation for this divergent 
treatment remains unclear to me.41 
Although the hypotheses proposed in this section remain tentative, note 
that they depend crucially on the assumption that pre-Greek did inherit the 
accentual patterns and distributions of PIE, e.g. the apparent restriction of 
ablauting neuter nouns to acrostatic and proterokinetic inflection, or the 
proterokinetic inflection of ih2-stems. Despite recent claims to the contrary, 
the evidence of ancient Greek can contribute significantly-particularly in the 
nominal system-to the reconstruction of PIE accent. Conversely, full 
consideration of the Indo-European background of Greek is necessary for 
understanding the many synchronic idiosyncrasies of Greek accent, and the 
extent to which the language has preserved and modified the system inherited 
from its PIE ancestor. 
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